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ABSTRACT
Genome-wide association studies (GWAS) have
identified thousands of single nucleotide poly-
morphisms (SNPs) associated with the risk of
hundreds of diseases. However, there is currently
no database that enables non-specialists to
answer the following simple questions: which
SNPs associated with diseases are in linkage dis-
equilibrium (LD) with a gene of interest? Which
chromosomal regions have been associated with a
given disease, and which are the potentially causal
genes in each region? To answer these questions,
we use data from the HapMap Project to partition
each chromosome into so-called LD blocks, so that
SNPs in LD with each other are preferentially in
the same block, whereas SNPs not in LD are in
different blocks. By projecting SNPs and genes
onto LD blocks, the DistiLD database aims to
increase usage of existing GWAS results by
making it easy to query and visualize disease-
associated SNPs and genes in their chromosomal
context. The database is available at http://distild.
jensenlab.org/.
INTRODUCTION
Genome-wide association studies (GWAS) have been
extensively used to associate single nucleotide polymorph-
isms (SNPs) to diverse phenotypes and have substantially
increased our knowledge of the genetics and molecular
pathways underlying human traits and diseases (1,2).
These studies rely on genotyping large cohorts of cases
and controls, which is expensive despite the cost efﬁciency
of the microarray technology used (3). Over the last few
years, GWAS have resulted in hundreds of publications
in high-proﬁle journals, and several databases gather the
results of the many studies. The main repositories for
GWAS data are as follows: the database of Genotypes
and Phenotypes [dbGaP, (4)], European Genotype
Archive (EGA), the GWAS Database of Japan and
GWAS Central [formerly known as HGVbaseG2P (5)].
Unfortunately, none of these resources allow systematic
download and redistribution of the data. The National
Human genome Research Institute maintains a public,
daily updated Catalog of Published Genome Wide
Association Studies (GWAS Catalog) from where the
most statistically signiﬁcant SNPs associated with each
phenotype can be retrieved (6). These data can be
queried and visualized in the UCSC genome browser
through GWAS Integrator (7).
Despite the existence of these resources, GWAS data
are far from easy to work with for non-experts. This is
because GWAS identify marker SNPs, which are not
necessarily the causal SNPs but are assumed to be in
linkage disequilibrium (LD) with them (1,2,8,9). LD is
deﬁned as the non-random association of variants at
two or more loci, and it has long been the basis for gen-
etically mapping genes associated with traits or diseases
(9,10). To identify candidate disease genes based on the
SNPs found by GWAS, it is thus necessary to take into
account LD among SNPs. We simplify this task by cutting
the chromosomes into so-called LD blocks, within which
SNPs are mostly in strong LD with each other, whereas
those from different blocks are not.
The aim of the DistiLD database is to increase the usage
of existing GWAS results. To this end, the DistiLD
database performs three important tasks: (i) published
GWAS are collected from several sources and linked to
standardized, international disease codes; (ii) data from
the International HapMap program (11) are analyzed to
deﬁne LD blocks onto which SNPs and genes are mapped;
(iii) a web interface makes it easy to query and visualize
disease-associated SNPs and genes within LD blocks.
COLLECTION AND ANNOTATION OF GWAS
RESULTS
The GWAS results were collected from three different
sources. The ﬁrst is the manually inspected collection of
SNP–phenotype associates of Johnson and O’Donnell
(12), which covers GWAS data from studies published
before 1 March 2008. The second source is our own
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into three classes based on the average D0 within a ±60kb window: high-LD (black diamonds, D0  0.6), moderate-LD (green squares, 0.4 D0 <0.6)
and low-LD segments (blue triangles, D0 <0.4). The heatmap below the graph shows the D0 values between pairs of SNPs. (B) We subsequently
determine the boundaries of LD blocks within moderate- and low-LD segments based on where the average D0 within a ±5kb window drops to
0.5 or lower.
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the studies published between 1 March 2008 and 1 July
2010. The PubMed searches were ‘genome wide associ-
ation studies’, ‘genome wide association study’ and
‘GWAS’. The third source is the data collected by the
GWAS Catalog up to 8th July 2011. These data sets
were merged in an inclusive manner: we stored all SNPs
listed by any of the sources and assigned it the lowest P-
value in case the same study was imported from multiple
sources. The DistiLD database currently contains 820
GWAS and 86627 SNPs–studies associations, being the
one with most associations among the publicly accessible
databases. We plan to update the database with additional
GWAS data on a weekly basis.
A physician manually assigned 717 of the studies to one
or more diseases, represented in the database by Inter-
national Classiﬁcation of Diseases version 10 (ICD10)
codes. Consequently, users can query the database for
diseases using ICD10 codes, which are commonly used
by physicians.
IDENTIFICATION OF LD BLOCKS
The International HapMap Project represents a major
effort to map the LD among SNPs in the human
genome (11). They provide two commonly used
measures for LD, namely D0 and r
2, both of which can
vary from 0 to 1 with higher values implying stronger LD.
We used D0 as the basis for partitioning the chromosomes
into LD blocks, because this measure is normalized for
allele frequencies, making it better suited than r
2 for
estimating the overall LD across pairs of multiallelic
loci (13).
Our algorithm for identifying LD blocks is based on
sliding windows along the chromosomes (Figure 1A).
We use two different window sizes to calculate the LD
across each chromosomal position: a ±60kb window to
capture coarse-grained LD and a ±5kb window to
capture the ﬁne-grained LD. We chose the window size
of ±60kb, because D0 on average drops <0.5 beyond that
distance in Caucasians of central European ancestry (14).
We picked the size of ±5kb to have a window that is at
the same time small yet large enough to typically contain
several SNPs given the HapMap SNP density (11). For
both window sizes, we calculate the average D0 between
the left and right halves of the window; pairs of SNPs for
which HapMap that does not specify LD values are con-
sidered to have D0 =0. SNPs within the ±5kb window
are not considered to be also part of the ±60kb window.
We next divide each chromosome into segments of high
(D0  0.6), moderate (0.4 D0 <0.6) and low (D0 <0.4)
LD based on the average D0 for the ±60kb window
(Figure 1B). Starting from these segments, we cut the
chromosome into LD blocks based on the following
rules: (i) we never cut within high-LD segments.
(ii) Within moderate- and low-LD segments, we cut
wherever the average D0 for the ±5kb window is <0.5.
(iii) If the ±5kb D0 average does not fall <0.5 within a
low-LD segment, we cut where the lowest ±5kb D0
average is found. These rules ensure that a high-LD
segment will always belong to only a single LD block,
whereas segments separated by a low-LD segment will
never be part of the same LD block.
To assess the robustness of the results, we varied the
parameters to see if any of them dramatically affect
the average size of the LD blocks. This is not the case;
the average size of the LD blocks changed <8% when
varying the large window size, the small window size
and the average D0 thresholds to deﬁne the LD segments
(Table 1).
THE DISTILD WEB INTERFACE
Users can query DistiLD in three different ways, starting
from either a disease, a list of SNPs or a list of genes:
Disease-focused query
Users can query the database for a disease by typing its
entire name or ICD10 code. The autocompletion system
helps the user to easily select a disease from the ICD10
classiﬁcation. Diseases and traits can also be retrieved by
free-text search within the paper abstracts. All the LD
blocks associated through GWAS to a given disease are
shown including the SNPs associated with the disease and
the genes that fall within those blocks.
Mutation-focused query
It is also possible for users to query the database for SNPs
by inputting a list of rs numbers, irrespective of whether
the SNPs were identiﬁed through GWAS or through other
methodologies. To this end, we map all SNPs in dbSNP
(15) to the LD blocks. This enables users to ﬁnd out what
other diseases can be related to their disease of interest,
because the LD blocks show both the SNPs entered by the
user (highlighted in red) and other SNPs in LD, which are
associated to other diseases.
Gene-focused query
Users can also query the database by entering a gene name
or list of gene names of interest. The LD blocks that
Table 1. Robustness analysis of the algorithm
Large
window (kb)
Small
window (kb)
Average D0
thresholds
Number of
LD blocks
Average size
of LD blocks
±50 ±5 ±0.10 37856 80
±60 ±4 ±0.10 35097 86
±60 ±5 ±0.05 38532 79
±60 ±5 ±0.10 37991 80
±60 ±5 ±0.20 35752 85
±60 ±6 ±0.10 41332 73
±70 ±5 ±0.10 38296 79
The table shows the number of LD blocks and the average size of
the blocks after running our algorithm using different window sizes
and average D0 thresholds symmetric around D0 =0.5. We set the
thresholds by adding or subtracting to 0.5 the quantity in column
Average D0 thresholds. The average size of the LD blocks changed
<8% when varying the window sizes and the average D0 thresholds.
The windows and thresholds ﬁnally selected for running the algorithm
and the results obtained are in bold.
D1038 Nucleic AcidsResearch, 2012,Vol. 40,Database issuecontain those genes are shown with the query genes high-
lighted in red; the blocks will also show any disease-
associated SNPs contained within them. This way, users
can use the DistiLD database to identify diseases linked to
their genes of interest even if the GWAS in question did
not explicitly report those genes.
No matter which of the three query modes was used, an
intermediate page will be shown listing all the studies that
matched the search with a link to the corresponding pub-
lication (Figure 2A). The user can select either all studies
related to a certain disease or one speciﬁc study for which
to view the related LD blocks (Figure 2B). We rank the
Figure 2. The DistiLD web interface. The ﬁgure shows different steps when querying the database with the three genes IKZF1, ARID5B and
CEBPE.( A) An intermediate page is shown where the user selects a disease or GWAS of interest. (B) The result page shows LD blocks containing
SNPs associated with the selected disease or GWAS. If the query is a list of SNPs or genes, they will be highlighted in red. (C) A popup with further
details on SNPs can be obtained by clicking on them. (D) Similarly, selecting a gene yields an information popup provided by the Reﬂect web
resource (16).
Nucleic Acids Research, 2012,Vol. 40,Database issue D1039blocks by the P-value of the most statistically signiﬁcant
SNP within each block. LD blocks are represented in
boxes where the chromosome is a thin bar in the middle
showing the position and orientation of the genes.
The genes and intergenic regions are not shown to scale.
This schematic view enables the users to visualize large
chromosomal regions in a much more compact way than
the traditional genome browsers. The SNPs are pointing
to their chromosome position and their P-value and
PMID are shown (Figure 2B and C). It is also possible
to retrieve gene information (Figure 2D).
LARGE-SCALE DATA ACCESS
The DistiLD database integrates information on: (i) asso-
ciation of SNPs and diseases from GWAS and (ii) links
between SNPs and genes based on LD data from the
HapMap project. All these data can be accessed freely
through the website and downloaded as tab-delimited
ﬁles to allow for large-scale analyses. Users can
download the following two ﬁles: the GWAS SNPs
mapped to LD blocks and diseases (ICD10 codes and
descriptions), and all the SNPs that are in the Database
of Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (dbSNP) build 132
(15) and all the genes from Ensembl database version 57
(17) mapped to the LD blocks. The LD blocks cover the
entire human genome and have self-explanatory identiﬁers
that consist of the chromosome, the start and the stop
coordinates. These ﬁles are available under the Creative
Commons Attribution 3.0 License.
Despite the great number of disease-related chromo-
somal loci reported by GWAS, the causal genes remain
extremely difﬁcult to identify, particularly in complex
diseases. To deal with this issue, several approaches
based on network, pathway, protein–protein interaction,
gene ontology or gene expression analyses (18–23) try to
make a more meaningful use of the associations reported
by GWAS, by incorporating prior functional knowledge
to the genetic variants associated to a disease. We believe
that DistiLD could be the starting point for such studies
by providing them the LD blocks associated with a given
disease containing the set of genes in LD with the SNPs
associated with the disease.
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